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Imagzle an image based quizlet

Ask a question Imagzle - image based on quizAdd your question on this game Google Play User Rating: 4.8Average site rating: This game has not yet been evaluated. Imagzle game Answers and Cheats to all levels is provided on this page, this game is created by Stefano Solin and it is available in the Google Games Store. Imagzle is a difficult and fun
game based on images. This will seriously test you against your cultural background, as well as social, logical and problem solving skills, making you a true encyclopedia of different facts. Here you will find all the Imagzle answers to this one page. Bookmark this page so you can get help from this one page. Note: Don't forget to visit PuzzleGameMaster.com
or visit this page when you search the internet for Imagzle Answers to support us. Imagzle Game Tips Answers: Use the search function in the table to quickly find the right puzzle, try it! LevelsAnswersImagzle: ? They represent the mutation - ChingImagzle: . His Braille writing AscensoreImagzle: 4433-5557How to enter old keyboard mobile phones (Press 4
buttons 2 times h, 3 Twice E and so on) - HelpImagzle: A BookThe Book is about a white whale and a man - Moby DickImagzle: A Book It is the title of the book &amp; It's the temperature at which the paper burns- Fahrenheit 451Imagzle: BookIt's a book from Supercomputer book Hitchhiker's Guide to GalaxyImagzle : A BookIt is an illustrated encyclopedia
of an imaginary world - Codex SeraphinianusImagzle A: BuildingChurchImagzle: CaptainIt from the sci-fi book NemoImagzle Submarine: CharacterHe is from the Spanish book He is the protagonist of the book- Alonso ChiscianoImagzle: CountryIt Country south of Europe, ItalyImagzle: CountryMadagascarImagzle: DogIt's The Mythology of Greek -
CerberusImagzle: FilmThis American Film, He is a Scientist - Indiana JonesImagzle: FilmIt's an Old Movie by Steven Spielberg- JawsImagzle: FishIt's from South America, pacu is a South American freshwater fish PacuImagzle: FruitBananaImagzle: A GameIt is a traditional Japanese skill toy. It consists of a handle, a pair of cups and a ball, all of which are
joined by a string – KendamaImagzle: A GameTetrisImagzle: A GameTangramImagzle: A GarmentIt is a liturgical head dress of the Catholic Church, generally suitable for bishops- MitreImagzle: A GodIt's Egypt God Afterlife &amp; has a dog guide- AnubisImagzle: HatPagliettaImagzle: MonumentIt is Turkey-Istanbul- Hagia SofiaImagzle : A MovieIts Silent
Movie - MetropolisImagzle: MushroomATai hallucinogen and must be considered poisonous. These attractive mushrooms often appear in groups – Amanita MuscariaImagzle: A Number2343Imagzle: A Painterthis image titled Image Betrayal is 1929. Image of surrealist painter René Magritte– Rene MagritteImagzle: ParkingRotate phone upside down and try
to read the numbers – 87Imagzle: A Part of the WorldThe Great Lakes, or North American the upper part of the combined freshwater lakes in the upper Middle East north America, on the border between Canada and the United States of America — Great LakesImagzle: A PlaceThe Garden of Eden, also known as Paradise, is the biblical garden of God,
described in the Book of Genesis and in the book of Ezekiel – Eden Imagzle: A PlanetSaturnImagzle: A PortIts used on computers (USB port)– USBImagzle: RestaurantEuropean café looks as if flying in the sky, UFOImagzle: ScientistTasis is pea plants, the father of modern genetics - Gregor MendelImagzle: a scientist scientist who gave the original periodic
table, Each block is an element - MendeleevImagzle: A ScientistGalileoImagzle: A ScientistNewtonImagzle: A ScientistHe was an Italian doctor, physicist, biologist and philosopher who discovered animal electricity – GalvaniImagzle: A SingerHe was an American singer. The unspoke symbol (later titled Love Symbol #2) – Prince Imagzle: A SongThe
SimpsonImagzle: A SongWe Will Rock YouImagzle: A SpiritMasked Figure, usually depicting an unidentified creature called ketchup, which appears during celebrations in Bali, Indonesia- BarongImagzle: SportCurling is a sport, in which players slide stones on an ice sheet toward the target area, which is divided into four concentric circles- CurlingImagzle:
SportBadmintonImagzle: SportAsIt's a traditional Japanese martial art that comes from swords and uses bamboo swords and protective armor - KendoImagzle: SportCricketImagzle: StateHawaii state flag- HawaiiImagzle: StateTexasImagzle StatueAlso known as the Kings Gate or Kings Pillars, was on the northern outskirts of Gondor landmark-
ArgonathImagzle: SwordA katana is a Japanese sword characterized by a curved, one-sided knife with round or square protection and long grip to fit two hands - KatanaImagzle: SymbolIt japanese and Chinese word - UomoImagzle: SymbolIt is sacred and spiritual symbol of Indian religions - OmImagzle A symbolIt is a symbol of ancient Egypt to represent
the word life, AnkhImagzle: ToolA It double reflects the navigation tool, which measures the angular distance between two visible objects - Sestante or sextantImagzle: ToolIt is a mechanical connection, for drawing an image of the identicle – Pantograph or PantographImagzle: A TowerIt is a 553.3 m high concrete communication and observation tower – CN
TowerImagzle: TreeAdansonia is a genus of deciduous trees known as baobabs- BaobabImagzle: WeaponATai Japanese hidden weapon that was used as a hidden dagger- ShurikenImagzle : Wire? It's a piece of standing rigging, which keeps the stem from falling back- ForestayImagzle: AirplaneThe yaw string, also known as the slip string, is a simple
device showing slipping during flight - Sbandometer or Yaw stringImagzle: AnimalMarine Mammal - Sea LionImagzle: AnimalCatImagzle: Animalthese is a group of extinct marine arachnomorph arthropods TrilobiteImagzle: AnimalIt's Real Animal, that is endangered antelope - Saiga antelopeImagzle: AnimalGoatImagzle: Apple? The apple of discord is the
core, the core, or the essence of the argument, or the small thing that can lead to a larger controversy mela della discordiaImagzle: ArtistHe was a Spanish surrealist artist, DaliImagzle: ArtistHe was a French-American painter, Marcel DuchampImagzle: ArtistThe Painting is a painting- MalevichImagzle: ArtistHe was an American visual artist - Man
RayImagzle: SalaThe numbers are inverted , The coordinates of the gap are coordinates 27.1 S 109.3 W. If you put coordinates on Google you will find Easter Island – Easter IslandImagzle A: OrganLiverImagzle: Artificialit is an artificial archipelago in Dubai– Palm JumeirahImagzle: Beep bopit is a fictional artificial intelligence figure and the main antagonist
of Arthur C. Clarke's series Space Odyssey – Hal 9000Imagzle: Bird? These are very large lines that you can see from the plane, Its Peru - ColibriImagzle: BlueIt's Sea Animal - Blue GlaucusImagzle: Butterflyzebra Swallowtail is a swallowtail butterfly native to the eastern U.S. and Southeast Canada Protographium marcellusImagzle: ButterflyIts of the
Morphinae family - blue morpho Magic: CandlesIt is described in the Bible as a seven-lamp ancient Hebrew lampstand made of pure gold- MenorahImagzle : CteGerboaImagzle: Ding It consists of two handmade bells - TingshaImagzle :: Easy PeasySherlock HolmesImagzle: ElephantTai was a female Asian elephant who was killed in an electric shock at
Coney Island, New York, january 1903 – TopsyImagzle: FireIt is a legendary bipedal dragon with tail that ends with an arrow-shaped end – WyvernImagzle: FoodPotatoImagzle: FruitApple=10, Banana=6, Pineapple=15, (10x6-15)= 45Imagzle: Fruit19.25Imagzle: I Am BeautifulIt's a long-lasting bird, cyclically regenerating or otherwise born again –
PheonixImagzle : I was planetPlutoImagzle: ImaginationTai northern sky constellation- Orsa Maggiore or Ursa MajorImagzle A: He says my opera in sign language? FidelioImagzle: love? Narcissus is a legendary young man in Greek mythology, an icon of greek extreme self-love- NarcisoImagzle: MathRead the Quadrants in Order– LoveImagzle: MathIt is an
ancient mathematical system, After 4 points you use the line - 14Imagzle: MathOne Dot worth one - 2Imagzle: MathThe numbers are written vertically–1652Imagzle: MusicIndian Musical Instrument, SitarImagzle: Never MoreIts a Poem- The CrowImagzle: NightThere is the star of Hindu astrology , is 27 nakshatras - 27Imagzle: SmileThey is a Danish nest-
DenmarkImagzle A SnakesIt is winged human female live venomous snakes instead of hair, MedusaImagzle: SpaceThe First Dog in Space- LaikaImagzle: SpaceshipIt's a Star Trek spaceship- ExcelsiorImagzle: Sudoku Time2193Imagzle: SymbolHe is a musician - Aphex TwinImagzle: Car Famous TV series- KittImagzle: Farm? TopoImagzle: Through
HighIn Greek Mythology, Icarus is the son of a captain Daedalus - Icaro or IcarusImagzle: Who am I? It is also known as the orb and cross, an orb surmounted by cross-globus crucigerImagzle: What's behind? Lock PickingImagzle: What is it? PhoneImagzle: What is my problem? Obsessive-compulsive disorder is a mental disorder where a person feels the
need to re-perform a certain routine – OCDImagzle: What was I? SnowmanImagzle: Where am I? Burj KhalifaImagzle: Where? His oblique tower in Pisa-PisaImagzle: Who am I? He was the king of Ephyra. He was punished and forced to turn a huge boulder uphill only to every time he clings to the apex, repeating this act of eternity— SisyphusImagzle: Who
am I? Plague Dr. Imagzle: Who am I? He was one of the most prominent and influential figures in the French Revolution – RobespierreImagzle: Who? EVE (which means extraterrestrial vegetation evaluator) she id from pixer move Wall-E- EveImagzle: What? He cut the canvas. He was also an artist, and philosopher – FontanaMorse code with alphabetical
lettersA Boat: MS EstoniaFight [Easy World]Bull on the Road– Matador / Minotaur / MinotaurusFundamental [Sunset World]Y Shape – Flux CapacitorA Plant [Sunset World]Pink Plant– Orchid Seal [Star World]Orange Circle With lines: Bauhaus symbol 6 better than 4 [North Light/Aura World]6 wheel blue racing car– Tyrrell P34Vigilantes [Northern Light /
Aurora world]Man in black– ZorroA Mission [Sunset world]Circles logo– InSightA singer [Special World]Blonde Hair singer – Immanu Bye CastoA film [Sea World]Japanese Boy with Hat – Last Emperora Secret [Northern Light /Aurora]White Silk Fence in Circular Area– SilkhengeChemistry [World of Light]Conical Flask or Titration Flask – ErlenmeyerA Tool
[Night World]Locks For Picking – LockpickingCurrency [Thanks World]Two Blue mushrooms 50$ bill – New Zealand dollar In traditional house [Northern Light / Aurora world]Fish with stick– JizaikagiThe man for masks [Orange world]Man with black hat and rod.– Charlie Chaplin / Sir Charles Spencer Chaplin KBEA symbol [Sunset World]Venus symbol –
Venus from WillendorfWhat is it [ Sunset World]Three Overlapping Rings – TrefoilAn Ethnicity [North Light/Aurora World]Women in tribal dress – KayanOptical illusion [North Light/Aurora World]Unusually Shaped Building with Curved Walls – Krzywyk DomeDefense is the best attack [Sunset World]Defensive weapon – Corna di fachiro / MaduA Double
AgentHuman AgentHuman – Dennis NedryA film [light world]Binoculars in photo – Rear window / Ventana indiscretaA film [world of stars]Cake and strip– MatildaHands [World of Stars]Sign language– 9378A city [light world]Map with circle in the middle– Moscow memory location [Northern Lights / Aura with tower – TsitsernakaberdA bag [Special
World]Large glass bag flask - AmbuWhere [Thank you to the world]Milestone- Camino de Santiago / Santiago object [sunset world]Metal or wood piece- CleatDivine [Orange World]Sun with eyes– JagannathOh understood! Realized! World]3 lines of text – Rosetta stoneA Fairy tale [world of light]Rose– Beauty and the Beast / La bella e la bestiaBeaten [world
of stars]Buddha statue– Spring Temple Buddha / Buddha dan jongA monster [sunset world]Black bird – Probosciger aerrimusA robot [Dark World]Robot – Johnny 5A Monument [Thank you to the World]Three Chicken Sculpture – DyrefonteneFire [Light World]White Dragon – WyvernA Song [Special World]Song– Moonlight sonataWhat it? [Thanks World]7x7
squared grid- WiphalaA secret [thank you world]Hill figure on the grass- Long Man of WilmingtonSpecial [Sea World]Man with sunglasses- Daredevil- Comment on your response to help other reader on this site. Morse code [Night World]Morse code– MS EstoniaSpider [Northern Light /Aura World]Colourful Spider- Peacock Spider/Ragno PavonWhat is
[Sunset World]Statue – Homunculus loxodontusA place [special world]Large barcode – AuschwitzasEsotheric [Star World]Triangle and R – Aqua regiaDivinity [Thank you to the world]eagle – FaravaharA fruit [Orange world]fruit with seeds– Tamarindo / TamarindI was on its head [Thank you world]peacock feather head – MontezumaWhat or not? [Orange
World] Gold jewelry – Hoxne HoardA flying disc [thank you world]disc with gold drawings– Voyager golden recorda city [Thank you world]City– MogyorodMusic to my [stars world]Logo – Caravan PalaceComics [star world]Red logo – Berserk Furniture [Northern Light/Aurora World]Prayer Table made of wood– PriedieuIs is certainly not a tool –
capotastoSailing time [northern light world]Boat part– KeelThe past [thank you to the world]Man with an axe – Berlin WallA book [nightlife]The trees drawn in the book – Codex SeraphinianusArchitecture [Northern Light /Aurora world]Building with way in between– Candi BentarA procedure [special world]Shaving– tricotomiaWho is he [Night world]man
pushing round rock uphill – Sisifo / SisyphusA monument [Light Northern / Aurora world]monument with 2 faces – we are in our mountainsWhat is it [thank you to the world]Chef has a bird tattoo – Paul BocuseAn Instrument [thank you to the world]musical instrument– KazooHorror or realityflower looks like eyes – White baneberry / Doll eyes:| [orange
world]blue eyes– Lophorina superbaFear on the sea [sunset world]wrecked ship– Flying Dutch/Dutch volanteA character [orange world]Painter– Bob Rossan Animal [Sunset World]brown animal– MudhoppersAn animal [sunset world]Star nose clay– no Stellar moleA fruit [sunset world]Violet fruit– Mangosteen / MangostanoSaga [Northern Light /Aurora
World]Man with rose – The Dark TowerA plant [world of stars]Plant with pink flowers– Origanum dictamnusA state [sunset world]New South Wales– New South WalesA [north light world] Man and women with fork – American GothicA bird [star world]white and black bird - Picathartes gymnocephalusA place [northern light world]Man watching TV under the
sea - Cancun Underwater MuseumA pioneer [North Light/Aurora World]William morgan- William morganPocket [northern light world]Instrument world]Instrument colour – Nasal flute tool [world of stars]5 rolls – Circle of PrayerWhere [Sunset World]mountains and people– Valle vinalesA fish family [Northern Light / World of Aura]Fish– WobbegongWho
Swordsman [thank the world] soldiers – Landsknechta city [Northern Light / Aurora World]coordinated given– SassariChoices [Thank you to the world]prickly chain– cilice3277779999telephone– EasyA country [Northern Light /World of Aura]island country– TuvaluWho [North Light/Aura World]Chinese characters – Kim Il-sungCards [North Light /Aurora



World]] 2 king 3 aces– Full HouseWho [orange world]lady women with green dress– Margaret hamilton / hamiltonA playful object [Northern Light / Aurora]four-sided spinning top– Sevivon / dreidelAn amphibian [Northern Light / Aurora World]frog– Suriname toad / star-star finger toadA woman [northern light world]Women with gray hair– Ciri / CirillaIconic
[Northern Light / Aurora world]Cartoon kid as mouse– CheburashkaAn Animal [northern light world]elephant– DeinotheriumA place[Northern Light /Aurora world]city– WieliczkaWho am I? [orange world] Golden hand – Santa TeresaA dinosaur [Northern Light /Aurora]Peacock like animal with blue head– CasuarioA tip [special world]tool with curved tip–
YankauerAn artist [sunset world]Artist– CattelanA character [Northern Light /Aurora world]Grey colored object woth red buttons on it– Darth maulWho am I [Special World]xray with ring on a finfer– Anna rontgen / Anna [special world]Table combined grey by lines: CAMILLA CUCHARA or Scoop stretcherA tube [special world]Tube curved from top orange
end– Oropharyngeal airwayWho am I [Sunset World]with golden Gauntlet– Santa TeresaA sign [orange world]signature– Carlo V / Charles VMath [light world]Number of points– 6Ank [orange world]Animal woths cup of coffee– Kopi LuwakiOneric Matema? [Italy+man- cat = ?] Italy+human cat = ?– 73 is the answer [1+75-3]Amulet [orange world]plus shaped
statue– Pomos idol?bicycle on yellow background– draisineWhat It [orange world]black color micro animal– TardiGradoA life is a [orange world]aquatic animal – Spiegeleiqualle / Medusa CassiopeaWhat is a cat [orange world]cat– Maine CoonAn animal [orange world]orange octopus – Polpo dumbo / Dumbo Octopus? [orange world]racing car– BrabhamA
tale [lightweight world]The Six Swans- The Six Swansnot a plant [orange world]aquatic plant like on violet background– CrinoideaA machine [orange world]machine with buttons and cables– EnigmaThank You for visiting this page, If you need more equal answers to Imagzle or any of the answers is wrong, please comment, Our team will update as soon as
possible. Please discuss the questions in the comments section. Section.
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